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BACKGROUND TO A NEW ROUND OF TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

o Tokyo Round ended in 1979

--General recognition that there were still many problems in
agricultural trade

--Most current problems are not tariff-related

o November 1982--GATT Ministerial Declaration established the
Committee on Trade in Agriculture (CTA) "to make recommendations
with a view to achieving greater liberalization in the trade in
agricultural products"

o November 1984--GATT adopted the recommendations of the CTA

--All measures affecting trade in agriculture would be brought
under more operationally effective GATT rules and disciplines

*Improve terms of access to markets

*Bring export competition under greater discipline

*More olefirly define the limits to the impact of domestic) 
agricultural policies on trade 

--Full account to be taken of:

*Need for balance of rights and obligations

*Special needs of developing countries

*Specific problems and characteristics of agriculture

o November 1985--the 90 GATT members agreed by consensus to
establish a preparatory committee to lay the groundwork for the
new round



o Prep Coin began meeting in January 2986, was scheduled to be
finished by mid-July, but is still working

--Define areas, terms and environment of negotiation

--Prepare statement for ministers at opening of new round

o Kickoff_ is scheduled for September 15-19 in Punta del Este,
Uruguay
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WHAT ARE DEVELOPED COUNTRIES LOOKING FOR IN A NEW GATT ROUND?

U S, View 

o Agriculture is a priority

--International marketplace is in chaos

--GATT rules are not working well for agriculture

--Fully support CTA recommendations, but goes even further

o Three major problems

--Export subsidies are not subjeot to meaningful disciplines,

and they are increasing

--GATT rules allow too many barriers to imports, and these too

are increasing

--Dispute settlement is not working

o Export subsidies

--Export subsidies are prohibited on manufactured goods

--Export subsidies on agricultural products are limited only by

"equitable share" of world export trade, taking into a000unt

"special faotors" and based on "previous representative period"

--U.S. gave up concessions in Tokyo Round to get Subsidies Code

*Subsidies Code has not improved operation of system, in fact

has added to confusion by adding more fuzzy ooncepts--dis-
placement and material price undercutting

*Not all countries in the GATT subscribe to the Subsidies Code

*Recent attempts (Seven Samurai) to improve Subsidies Code

have failed

o Import barriers

--Treatment in agriculture again is different from manufactured

goods

*Standards and regulations exception used as an excuse for
promoting NTB's (Third Country Meat Directive)

*Exceptions if country has restrictions on domestic production

of same or like products

•



--Many exceptions are in effect

*"Grandfathered", as in CWB control over imports of wheat and
wheat-containing products

*Waiver granted after GATT formation (U.S. Section 22)

*Derogations for LDC's based on infant industry and balance
of payments justifications

o Dispute settlement

--Panels do not act quickly, and in the meantime trade damage
continues

--Fuzzy guidelines in GATT language prevent panels from reaching

a conclusion

--Panel conclusions must be adopted by consensus

*The party on the losing end of the dispute may block adoption
with a single vote (U.S. and EC have each blocked 3 in
recent years)

--Panel recommendations are not enforceable

o U.S. has said it wants:

--Prohibition of export subsidies

--Elimination of import barriers

--Speedy, effective and enforceable dispute settlement

--Agricultural negotiations on a "fast track"

o Other issues of importance to the U.S. in a new round:

--Make state trading rules operational and enforceable

--New areas not now covered by GATT rules

*Intellectual property protection

*investment policies

*Services
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Views of Other Developed countTies 

o Australia, Canada, New Zealand:

--Even stronger views on the need for ag reform

*Ag is important to the economy

*Smaller countries find it very expensive to compete in a
world dominated by subsidizing major exporters

--Developed manufacturing and service sectors mean that they
are also interested in thennew" areas

--Conclusion: they will be in accord with the U.S. on most
issues

o EC:

--Very interested in new areas because of developed manufacturing
and service sectors

--Much less interested in meaningful agricultural reform
because it will mean fundamental changes to their agricultural
policies

*EC ministers had earlier endorsed the CTA report, but oannot
now support that document

*EC insists that agriculture be discussed only in the CTA and
not be included in the broader general issues groups such as
subsidies

*EC will not agree to a fast track on agriculture

*Agricultural lobbies are much more powerful in the EC
than in the U.S.

*The CAP is virtually the only operative EC-wide policy, and
thus bears an undue responsibility for representing Community
unity



*Export subsidies

--Essential to the operation of the CAP as it is now consti-
tuted

--Guarantee that the EC will sell any desired quantity, so
there is no worry about competitiveness in the world
marketplace

--Prohibition on export subsidies would mean that excesses
of such commodities as wheat and beef would pile up
domestically until produotion controls were introduced or
prices were drastically reduoed for some commodities, suoh

as wheat and beef

*Import restrictions

--Also vital to the operation of the current CAP in the form
of variable levies which prevent EC producers from having
to compete with others for the .EC market

--EC extremely adept at using health and sanitary restrictions
to restrict imports, even when same standards do not apply
to domestic produce

--EC introduced over 70 new QR's in connection with acces-
sion of Spain and Portugal

--Loss of these protective measures would mean displacement

of domestic sales of many commodities by lower-priced
imports, again requiring sharp reductions in production or

prices

*Dispute settlement

--EC has an entirely different view of the dispute settlement

process than the U.S.

*Consultative rather than judicial

*Cannot impose judgments on sovereign countries

Japanese View

o Less interest in "new" issues, because the economy has been the

most closed of the developed countries

--Japanese past masters at copying others inventions--master

Inn ovators

--Becoming more interested as NIC's (Korea) become more compe-

titive and Japanese economy becomes more open



O Ag views similar to EC--highly protected, not much interest in
reform

Views of Deve],oping covntries 

o Developing countries are very interested in ag reform because
they feel that they suffer in a battle among giants

--However, they are also committed to preserving special
treatment for LDC's

--So this means that they are interested in reform for everyone
else, but not necessarily themselves

o Developing countries are not very interested in the new areas--in
fact, some hard-liners adamantly oppose their inclusion
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PROSPECTS FOR RESOLUTION IN THE NEW ROUND

o The EC and Japan will have to be persuaded to go along with the
general consensus for some kind of agricultural reform

--External pressures:

*U.S. policy changes-lower loan rates and export subsidy
programs

*More aggressive U.S. stance vis-a-vis trade problems-enlarge-
ment, Japanese 12 product groups

*Increased recognition that domestic policies have interna-
tional implications that can be measured-OECD work

*Developing country interest in ag reform

--Internal pressures:

*Increasing recognition of the costs to economies of agricul-
tural inefficiencies (BAE study)

*Consumer dissatisfaction with high food prices

*Budget pressures and/or unsold supluses--will mount with
additon of Spain and Portugal to EC

*Recognition by some efficient producers that they would be
better off in a free trading system (some N Europe dairy
producers)

o There are already some encouraging signs from the EC

--First steps toward internal CAP reform

--Interim settlement on Spanish feed grains demonstrates
flexibility

o However, things in the EC move very slowly because of the
necessity of gaining agreement from 12 member states
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o Without the external pressures, it is unlikely that the internal
pressures will be sufficient to get the EC and Japan on board in
the short term

--If U.S. polioy makers change oourse on ag policy (e.g.,
Harkin) this will reduce the likelihood of any reform

*Would reduce costs for EC

*Would reduoe oonoern and lobbying by third oountries
(Australia, Canada, New Zealand, LDC's)

--Question is whether the U.S. can stand the budget costs long
enough to see results


